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PREFACE

M.R. Hiremath K.A.S

Executive Director
KREIS, Bengaluru-20

Computers have become a way of life in the present day world. Everyone need to be

educated about the implications of this technology. Now the Karnataka Residential

Educational Institutions Society (KREIS) has proposed a course/textbook in this regards. The

course outlined for this textbook is an attempt to design a generally friendly course that

would not only be contemporary but also leaves sufficient scope for expansion into unknown

realms of computer activity that may emerge in future.

The National Curriculum Framework 2005 recommends that theoretical component of

Higher Secondary stage should emphasise on problem-solving methods and that the

awareness of the historical development of key concepts be judiciously integrated into the

content of a subject. It also recommends that given the pervasive impact of information and

communication technology (ICT), a course related to this, should address this infrastructure

challenge seriously and explore viable and innovative alternatives with regard to hardware,

software and connectivity technologies appropriate for rural schools.

NCF 2005 speaks about the tremendous effectiveness of the information and

communication technology in shaping modern society which has created the need for an

educated public that can utilise such technology most effectively for the betterment of society

and humankind. This book is aligned with these broad guidelines of NCF.

The book has been conscientiously designed and is the result of the renewed efforts of

the textbook team comprising of computer teachers and subject experts. Some of the

members worked at the advisory level while others worked towards the actual developmental

activity. It is hoped that the students will appreciate the beauty and logic of information and

communication technology. It has truly been a team work.

A conceptual coherence is derived with the pedagogy, the use of easily

understandable language, simple mathematical formulations in a logical fashion. This book

has some features which, we earnestly hope will enhance its usefulness to the students. Each

chapter is provided with learning outcomes in the beginning and the worksheets at the end of

each chapter.
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FOREWORD

A N Ramachandra
Formerly- Joint Commissioner Acad

Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti,
Min of HRD, Govt of India

an.ramachandra@gov.in

It is well said by Sir Winston Churchill that “Men occasionally stumble over truth,
but most of them pick themselves up and hurry off as if nothing ever happened”. Computers
have entered into classrooms so naturally than expected. While a decade ago teaching the
school children about the use of computers was a challenge. Now children in even remote
areas also know that a lot of fun can be understood by the touch of mobile screen.  The 21st

century digital children are at par with the pace of the Technology and its multiple
dimensions affecting all spheres of their life.

What is planned to teach the children through this support material is to engross the
children towards understanding the computer and its functional competency.  This effort
surely enhances the learning pattern and desired outcomes.  Parting computer in the school
curriculum brings paradigm shift from teaching to learning and also:

a. Use of computer by teacher increases their efficiency and quality of teaching.
b. Integration of ICT in curricular activities makes children learning  a joyful event
c. Inter-disciplinary approach in learning brings  higher order concepts
d. Computer aided learning gives impetus to Multiple Intelligence such as; Creative

thinking and problem solving skills.

Let me also caution that this support material does not contain material to learn
specific software. Further, learning computers is not designed as a substitute for learning core
subjects.  However, by association with the  computer and with the help of this set of support
material students will be able to explore the possibilities of using computer as a tool in
enhancing knowledge, understanding  of subjects and skills and  concepts dealt in core
subjects.  I am happy to be associated with the team in developing this material to assist the
teachers and children in Karnataka Residential Educational Institutions Society (KREIS).
The team involved in this work has also taken into account the constraint like availability of
time of the children in the Residential school pattern.  Hence, lot of activities could be
planned to be conducted after the class hours through a formal interaction with the computer
teacher and the subject teachers, using the techniques explained in this support material. With
this material it is expected to enhance collaborative activities and interdisciplinary
approaches.  The support material in this series has links from level to level. Over a period of
5 years students are expected to integrate ICT tools in their core subjects at ease.  Although
teachers can use their own methods to evaluate themselves the efficacy of use of this material
from time to time , learning concepts explained in this set of support material is not expected
to be evaluated through a formal set of examinations. The fun of learning the skills is
incorporated in various exercises and activities recommended.



Special features maintained in series of support material are:

 Minimum skills required at the age group for operation have been attempted to be
incorporated

 Time share  of 100-120 periods (80 hrs per year) is planned
 Exercises and materials are designed in such a way that children Learn through

independent operation and collaborative work
 Play-way/Conversation /interactive approaches are adopted
 Brand neutrality is maintained to avoid specific alignment to any particular brand

 Kannada compliant inputs are exhaustively attempted

I wish that teachers will make use of this material more informally to have full
participation of the students in productive manner. I thank the Karnataka Residential
Educational Institutions Society (KREIS) for reposing confidence in our entire team in
developing the material. Thanks are also due to the team members who have invested
valuable time and expertise.

(A N Ramachandra)
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II

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

This book is prepared for teaching about the computer to children. The teachers’ role is

primary that of a facilitator encouraging active learning. Specific guidelines can be found in the

Teachers’ Corner at the end of the book. The teachers’ should read all the books in a series before

starting any class and understand the flow of content to ensure that the contents are comfortably

transacted inside the classroom. Ensure that the conceptual understanding is mastered before

proceeding to the skills. Use the Group Activities and Projects to stimulate creativity and knowledge

sharing. The book can easily be covered in one year, with four classes (40 minutes) per week. See the

table below for an overview of the concepts, objectives covered in each lesson along with periods.

Sl
No

Topic Name Concepts Objectives Periods

01
Overview of

Level IV

1. Word Processor
2. Spreadsheet
3. Presentation
4. Computer Networks
5. Internet

 Recall and apply what was learnt in Level IV.
12

(4+8)

02
Advanced Word

Processor &
Spreadsheet

1. Word Processor
2. Spreadsheet

 Use mail merge.
 Create shortcut using macros.
 Search data using Vlookup function.

14
(6+8)

03
Introduction to
Programming

1. Introduction
2. Types of programming language
3. Language Translators

 Define programming languages.
 List the types of programming languages.
 Define compiler, interpreter, and assembler.

08
(6+2)

04
Problem-Solving

Methodology

1. Introduction to Problem Solving
2. Problem Definition
3. Problem Analysis
4. Algorithm
5. Flowchart
6. Coding
7. Testing & Debugging
8. Documentation & Maintenance
9. Simple Programs

 List some advantages of algorithm and flowchart.
 Write simple algorithm.
 Recognize various structures like sequence, selection

and repetition in a flowchart.
 Draw flowcharts for simple problems.

20
(20)

05
Introduction To
C Programming

1. Introduction to C
2. Basic Structure of C program
3. Compilation & execution C

program

 Write the structure of C program.
 Identify the C terminology.
 Compile & execute C programs.

12
(8+4)

06 C Tokens

1. C Tokens
2. Formatted Input and Output

Functions
3. Operators

 List C keywords.
 Declare and initialize C variables.
 List and identify C operators.

12
(8+4)

07
Control

Statements

1. Control statements
2. Conditional Statements
3. Loop or Iteration Structure

 Define control statements.
 Use conditional statements.
 Differentiate while and do-while loop.

12
(8+4)

08
System

Maintenance

1. System Assembly
2. Operating System installation
3. External Hardware Installation
4. Software Installation
5. Troubleshooting & common Task

 Identify the components of CPU.
 Assemble the desktop computer.
 Install operating system.
 Install common external hardware and software.
 Troubleshoot common problems.

26
(8+18)

09 Lab programs
1. Lab Manual
2. C Programs

 Programming & debugging.
24

(4+20)
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III

CONTENTS

SL.NO NAME OF THE LESSON PAGE NO

01 Overview of Level IV 01

02 Advanced Word Processor & Spreadsheet 15

03 Introduction to Programming 23

04 Problem Solving Methodology 28

05 Introduction to C Programming 37

06 C tokens 44

07 Control Statements 54

08 System Maintenance 60

09 Lab programs 88
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IV

Troubleshooting

Identify Goal
Analysis given Information

Stepwise gathering Information
Solve the problem satisfying
Given condition
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ng 10th Standard
Level V

Thinking Skills

Software

Usage Skills

Safety and Security

HardwareSystem
Maintenance

System Assembling

Setting up a Desktop
computer

Helpline

Word Processor

Spread Sheet

Programming Languages

C Programming

Word processor
 Mail Merge

 Comments on Document
 Macros

Spread Sheet

 Vlookup Function
Algorithm and Flow Chart
 To describe the sequence of steps

& logic of solving a problem.
 To communicate ideas

C programming

 Writing a simple C Program
 Compiling & Executing

 Variables & Operators
 Input & Output Functions
 Control Statements

Installations
 Operating System
 External Hardware

 Essential Software
 Anti-Virus

Computer Virus
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 Word Processor

 Tables

A combination of rows and columns is called a table. It is used to display data in rows

and columnar format.

 Inserting table

1. Click where you want to insert a table.

2. On the Insert tab, in the Tables group, click Table, and then click Insert Table.

3. Under Table size, enter the number of columns and rows.

 Inserting rows and columns

In the Layout ribbon tab can perform following operation.

1. Place the cursor in the row or column on the table.

2. Click Layout ribbon tab and Select one of the Rows & Columns options.

3. The new row or column will be included in your table.

 Deleting rows and columns

1. Place the cursor in the row or column that you want to get rid of.

2. Click on the Layout ribbon tab.

3. Click on the Delete button, and a drop-down menu will appear.

4. Select an option to delete cells, columns, rows, or even the entire table.

 Merge Cells

Merge Cells option is used to combine two or more cells into

one cell.

1. Select two or more cells to be merged.

2. Click on the Layout ribbon tab.

3. Click on the Merge Cells button
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 Formatting Cells

For formatting; select the cells of a table that you want to

format.

To Change the Text Alignment in a Cell

1. Place the cursor in a cell or select multiple cells or select the whole table.

2. Select the appropriate text alignment from the Layout ribbon tab.

 Picture and ClipArt

Pictures and clip art can be inserted or copied into

a document from many different sources, including

downloaded from a clip art or inserted from a file where

you save pictures.

 Inserting Images

1. Click on the Insert ribbon tab.

2. In the Illustrations group, select the Picture

button.

3. Locate the picture that you want to insert.

4. Double-click the picture that you want to insert

or Click insert button

 Inserting ClipArt

1. Click on the Insert ribbon tab.

2. Select the ClipArt button.

3. A ClipArt pane will open on the right side of the document.

4. Type a descriptive term in the Search for field. For example Sports.

5. Then click Go or press ENTER key.

6. The ClipArt Gallery will show you all the available graphics related to this theme.

7. Clicking on a picture you want.
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 Word Art

The WordArt feature helps to create artistic text that

makes the document look attractive. It is very useful in

creating posters and greeting cards.

1. Click the WordArt button on the Insert ribbon.

2. A selection of WordArt design options will

appear.

3. Click on a Design option to select it.

4. The Edit WordArt Text dialog box allows you to change the font style and size.

5. Click OK to accept the settings.

 Textbox

1. Click on the Insert ribbon tab.

2. Click on the Textbox button.

3. A selection of TextBox design

options will appear.

4. Click on a design option to select it.

5. Edit the text in TextBox and you can

position the TextBox anywhere in the document.

 Header and footer

The header or footer can include text or graphics. For example

Page number, Date, a company logo, the document title or file name

or the author’s name.

 Steps to Insert or edit the Header and Footer in the document.

1. On the Insert Ribbon, click the Header/Footer button.

2. The Header/Footer menu will drop down.

3. Select a layout by clicking on it.

4. The Header/Footer area will appear above/below document.

5. A text placeholder in the Header/Footer area will be seen. Click on it and then type

the text that you want to appear in the Header/Footer.
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 Spreadsheet

 Sorting

Sorting means arranging the data in a given order. You can sort

either numeric data (1, 2, 3, 4….) or character data (A,B,C,D,…)

Text, Numbers or dates either in ascending or descending order.

Blank cells are always placed last in a sort.

Steps to Sort:

If you want to sort an entire data table:

1. Select the data to sort.

2. On the Home ribbon, select Sort & Filter.

3. Choose either Sort A to Z (Ascending) or Sort Z to A (Descending) order.

 Charts

The graphical representation of data is called chart.

Charts allow you to present information contained in the

worksheet in a graphic format. Excel offers many types of

charts including Column, Line, Pie, Bar, Area, Scatter and

more.

 Creating a Chart:

1. Select all the cells containing data including labels.

2. Click the Insert tab. Select any type of the Charts

group. A list of chart sub-types appears.

3. Click any Chart option.

The chart will be created depending upon your choice.
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 Functions

Function Description Syntax

PRODUCT()

This function is used to multiply all the

numbers given as arguments and returns

the product.

=PRODUCT(num1,num2,...)

MOD()

This function returns the remainder after a

number is divided by the divisor. The result

has the same sign as divisor.

= MOD(number, divisor)

ROUND()
This function rounds a number to a

specified number of digits.
= ROUND(number, count)

SQRT()
It is used to find the square root of the

given value.
= SQRT (number)

FACT() It returns the factorial of a given number. = FACT(number)

TODAY()
It returns the serial number of the current

date.
= TODAY()

NOW()
It returns the serial number of the current

date and time.
= NOW( )

UPPER()
It is used to converts the string to all upper

case letters.
= UPPER(text)

LOWER()
It is used to converts the string to all lower

case letters.
= LOWER (text)

 Presentation

A presentation program is a software used to perform computer-based presentations.

There are various situations in which a presentation is made, for example, a student can make

it for a class seminar, a teacher can use it for being more interesting and persons working in a

company can use it for routine meetings or talk with regular clients. A presentation is made up

of slides. Individual pages of a presentation are called Slides.

Steps to open Presentation

 Click on Start Button on taskbar

 Click on All Programs
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 Click on Microsoft Office then select Microsoft Office PowerPoint

This will open the PowerPoint window.

 Creating a new slide

 Inserting a New Slide

1. Click the New Slide button on the Home Ribbon Tab.

2. From the list of Slide Layouts, select the layout you want to

apply to the new slide.

3. You may now begin adding content using the placeholders in the layout.

 Changing the layout of an existing slide:

1. Select the slide you want to change.

2. Click the Layout button on the Home tab. A menu

appears with your options.

3. Click an option to select it. The slide will change in

the presentation.

 Text Box

Text boxes are the basic slide elements necessary for creating a professional looking

presentation. Your template has provided you with these basic design elements for each slide,
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but you will need to change them or add more of them to create your presentation.

 Adding and editing text

1. Click on the text area of the slide.

2. Start typing.

3. When typing in a bulleted list area, press the Enter key on your keyboard to create

another bulleted line.

 Inserting additional text boxes

1. On the Insert Ribbon tab, in the Text group click on Text Box.

2. The cursor will turn into what looks like an upside down. Click on the slide and drag

the mouse diagonally on the slide to create a new text box of whatever size and

shape you need and release the mouse button.

3. Click on the new text box to begin typing text into it.

 Deleting a Slide

As you look at your presentation you may find that there is a slide you really don’t need.

The presentation allows you to delete any unnecessary slide.

1. Select the slide you want to delete.

2. Press the Delete button

(OR)

1. Right-click on the slide you want to delete from slide list.

2. Click on delete slide option

 View presentation

A view is simply a way of managing and representing your slide. Since in presentation

you are writing text, inserting objects and creating layouts for slides, you may want to look

closely at specific aspects of a presentation to see the effect. The presentation comes with

different views to help you to create your presentation better. It offers different types of views.

1. Normal View

2. Slide Sorter View

3. Slide Show View
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To view the Slide Show:

1. When you use the Slide Show view button, Presentation starts the show at the

currently selected slide. So, go to the first slide in your presentation.

2. Click the Slide Show view button.(Or Press F5)

3. To move to the next slide, click the mouse button or push the right arrow key. At the

end of the show, PowerPoint will display, "End of slide show, click to exit".

4. You can exit a slide show at any point by pressing the [Esc] key.

 Insert Picture/ Clip Art

1. Move to the slide on which you want to place clip art.

2. Apply a Slide Layout that includes content or clip art placeholder.

3. Open the Select a Picture dialog box by:

 Clicking on the Clip Art button on the content placeholder (OR)

 Double-clicking on the clip art placeholder

4. In the Search box, type a word or phrase that describes the clip you want.

5. Click Search. It displays the search results in the Select Picture List.

6. Click on the clip art image you want and click OK.

 Insert a Movie/ Sound

1. Select the slide where you want to insert the movie.

2. Select the Insert tab.

3. Click the drop-down arrow on the Movie/Sound button in the

Media Clips group.

4. Select Insert a Movie/Sound from File from the menu. The Insert Movie/Sound

dialog box will appear.

 Animations

Animations refer to the manner in which individual text or other objects appear as they

enter or exit a slide. Normally, all objects on a slide appear at the same time when you display

the slide. However, you can have different objects appear and exit at different times under

your control as the show proceeds.
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 Applying Transition

Transitions affect the way one slide goes to the next slide. Transitions add interest to

your slide show.

1. Select the slide you want to modify.

2. Select the Animations tab.

3. Locate the Transition to This Slide group. By default, No Transition is applied to

each slide.

4. Click the More drop-down arrow to display all available transition effects.

5. Click a slide transition effect to apply it to the selected slide.

If you want to apply the transition to all slides in presentation click Apply to All

 Setting slide Transition Speed/Sound:

1. Apply a slide transition effect to a slide.

2. Click the Transition Speed/Sound drop-down menu in the Transition to This Slide

group on the Animations tab.

3. Select a menu option transition speed/sound to apply it to the selected slide.

 Computer Networks

A network consists of two or more computers that are linked in order to share resources

(such as printers and CD-ROMs), exchange files, or allow electronic communications. The

computers on a network may be linked through cables, telephone lines, radio waves, satellites,

or infrared light beams.

 Types of Networks

The network is classified into the following categories:

1. Local Area Network (LAN): A network is said to be Local Area Network (LAN) if

it is confined relatively to a small area. It is generally limited to building or a

geographical area, expanding not more than a mile apart to other computers.
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2. Metropolitan Area Network (MAN): Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) covers

larger geographic areas, such as cities. Frequently used by, local libraries and

government agencies connect to citizens and private industries.

3. Wide Area Network (WAN): Wide Area Network (WAN) connects larger

geographic areas, like the connection between India and America or the world. In

this type of network dedicated transoceanic cabling or satellite uplinks may be used.

 Client and Server

Computers connected together to create a network fall into two categories: Client and

Servers.

 Client: Computers that people use for their work, like accessing the internet and

communicating with others. For example your home computer, laptops, tablets, and

mobile phone.

 Server: Which computer that provides ‘services’ to the client computers on the network.

Servers are built to be reliable. They are much more expensive than clients.

For example Mail servers like Gmail,

information servers like Wikipedia, Online commerce

servers like Flipkart, online banking servers, and

online travel management servers like IRCTC.

 Internet

The term internet is derived from two words Interconnection and Network. The

Internet is a combined collection of many interconnected computer networks around the

world.
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 Browsing the internet

 Browser: Information on a website is accessed by using the Internet application

called the browser. Popular Web browsers are Internet explorer, Mozilla Firefox,

Google Chrome, Netscape navigator, Opera etc.

 WWW: Sharable information on the Internet is called the World Wide Web (www).

The Web is a collection of millions of pages of information.

 Web site: The location where the information is available on the web is called a

website. A website is a collection of related web pages.

 Web page: The documents available on WWW are known as web pages. A web

page is a file containing information in text, graphics, Audio and Video.

 HTTP: The internal structure of the World Wide Web is built on a set of rules

called Hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP).

 URL: A website is accessed by using the website address called the URL (Uniform

resource locator).

 Hyperlink: A hyperlink is a mechanism by which a web page is linked to another

related web page.

 Searching the information

A web search engine is a website that helps you search for any information on the World

Wide Web. The search results are usually presented as a list of links. The links may point to

text, images, audio or video files.
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Searching

1. Open the Browser and go to the search engine website.

2. Enter the word, phrase or sentence related to the information that you want to search

for.

3. Click on the hyperlinks that the search engine shows results.

4. Usually, the most relevant sites are provided in the first few pages.

 E-Mail

Electronic mail (also known as email or e-mail) is one of the most commonly used

services on the Internet, allowing people to send messages to one or more recipients.

 Why use E-Mail?

The operating principle behind email is relatively simple, which has quickly made it the

most popular service used on the Internet.

As with a traditional postal service, for your message to reach your recipient, all you

need to know is their address. Its two main advantages over "paper mail" are the speed at

which the email is sent (practically instantaneous) and the lower cost (included with the cost

of an Internet connection).

 Email addresses

Email addresses (both for senders and recipients) are two strings separated by the

character "@" (" at sign"): user@domain

The right-hand part describes the domain name involved, and the left-hand part refers to

the user who belongs to that domain.

An email address can be up to 255 characters long and can include the following

characters:

 Lowercase letters from a to z;

 Digits

 The characters ".","_" and "-" (full stop, underscore, and hyphen)

In practice, an email address often looks something like this:

firstname.lastname@provider.domain
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 How to Send E-Mail

You can send the E-mail; you must know the recipient's e-mail address. To send an E-

Mail follows these steps.

 Step 1: Click on Compose button the new window will appear where we can enter the To

address, Cc (Carbon Copy), BCC (Blind Carbon Copy), subject and message box.

 To: Type the recipient email id

 Cc: (Carbon Copy) -If you are sending the same message to multiple recipients

 Bcc: (Blind Carbon Copy) -If you are sending them a Copy and you don't wish

the other recipients to see that you sent it to this contact

 Subject: Subject of the message.

 Message box: The message to be sent.

 Step 2: Click on the send button, you can see the sent successful message.
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 Mail Merge

Mail merge is a way of placing content on a spreadsheet, database, or table into a Word

document. Mail merge is ideal for creating personalized form letters or labels instead of

editing the original letter several times to input different personalized information.

To perform mail merge two things are required:

1. A Word Document.

2. A recipient list or data source (created during the merge or an existing file).

Word Processor will then create a new document by inserting the data from your data

source into the structure of your template document.

First, we will make a list of recipients ready by entering the following data in a

spreadsheet and save it with a relevant name.

 The Mailings Ribbon

The Mailings ribbon allows us to perform mail merges.

 Choosing the Type of Mail Merge

Using mail merge, we can create letters, e-mail messages,

envelopes, labels, and directories. To choose the type of merge:

1. From the Mailings ribbon, click Start Mail Merge.

2. From the list that appears, select the type of merge (for

example, Letters).
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 Selecting the Recipients

The list of recipients can be a Word text file, an Excel spreadsheet, or an Access

database. To select the recipients:

1. From the Mailings ribbon, click Select Recipients.

2. From the list that appears, select Use Existing List.

3. Browse the spreadsheet with the recipients list and click

Open.

4. The Select Table window appears, showing the list of sheets with data.

5. Make sure the check box First row of data contains column headers is selected.

 Editing the Recipients List

We can select or deselect individual recipients in the list, sort and

filter the items in the list using Edit Recipient List button.

 Writing and Inserting Merged Fields

After selecting the recipients list, we can create our merge document. We can insert

the merge fields anywhere in the document.

To insert a merge field:

1. From the Mailings ribbon, click on the button labeled Insert Merge Field.

2. Select the field to be inserted.

3. Repeat the previous steps until all the necessary fields are inserted.
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 Previewing the Merge Document

From the Mailings ribbon, click the Preview Results

button. The syntax will be replaced with the name of the first

recipient in the data source. We can also preview the

document for the specific recipients using the navigation

buttons.

 Finishing the Merge

After creating the letter, inserting merged fields, and previewing the results, we can

complete our merge in one of the following ways:

1. Printing the letters (one per recipient).

2. Editing individual letters (creating a new document with

one letter per recipient).

3. Sending e-mail messages.

 Printing the letters

To merge the letters directly to the printer:

1. From the Mailing ribbon, click the Finish & Merge button.

2. From the list that appears, select Print Documents.

3. The Merge to Printer window appears, select All.

4. Click OK.

5. The Print window appears, select the printer.

6. Click OK.

 Editing Individual Documents

If we want to edit individual letters, we can finish our merge by creating a new

document with one letter per recipient. To edit individual documents:
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1. From the Mailing ribbon, click the Finish & Merge button.

2. From the list that appears, select Print Documents.

3. The Merge to New Document window appears, select All.

4. Click OK.

5. A new document will open with one letter per recipient.

 Sending E-mail Messages

To send e-mail messages to each of the recipients:

1. From the Mailing ribbon, click the Finish & Merge button.

2. From the list that appears, select Send E-mail Messages.

3. The Merge to E-mail window appears.

4. Click the down-facing arrow next to the label To.

5. From the list that appears, select the field name that contains the e-mail address of the

recipients.

6. In the box named Subject line: type a subject for the e-mail.

7. Click OK.

 Comment

Word Processor allows you to add comments to your

document, as a separate element of the document. Comments

do not interfere with the main text and appear in their own

area of the document. Comments are normally not printed when you print a document.

 Insert a comment

You can type a comment. On a Tablet PC, you can insert a voice comment or a

handwritten comment.

1. Select the text or item that you want to comment on, or click at the end of the text.

2. On the Review tab, in the Comments group, click New Comment.

3. Type the comment text in the comment balloon or in the Reviewing Pane.

Hint

To respond to a comment, click its balloon, and then click New
Comment in the Comments group. Type your response in the
new comment balloon.
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 Delete a comment

1. To delete a single comment, right-click the comment,

and then click Delete Comment.

2. To quickly delete all comments in a document, click

a comment in the document. On the Review tab, in

the Comments group, Click the arrow below Delete, and then click Delete All

Comments in Document.

 Macros

Macros are advanced features that can speed up editing or formatting you

may perform often in a Word document. They record sequences of menu

selections that you choose so that a series of actions can be completed in one step.

 Recording a Macros:

To record Macros:

 Click the View Tab on the Ribbon.

 Click Macros.

 Click Record Macro.

 Enter a name and select any one of the assign macro options like button

and keyboard.
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To assign the macros a button on the Quick Access Toolbar:

 Click Button.

 Under the Customize Quick Access

Toolbar, select the document for which

you want the Macro available.

 Select the Macro that you are recording

and Click Add.

 Click OK to begin Recording the Macro

 Perform the actions you want to be

recorded in the Macro.

 Click on Macros.

 Click on Stop Recording Macros.

To assign a macros button to a keyboard shortcut:

 Select Keyboard.

 In the Press New Shortcut Key box, type

the key sequence that you want and

click Assign.

 Click Close to begin recording the Macro.

 Perform the actions you want to be

recorded in the Macro.

 Click on Macros.

 Click on Stop Recording Macros.

 Running a Macros:

Running macros depends on whether it’s been added to the Quick Access Toolbar or if

it’s been given a Keyboard Shortcut.

 To run a Macro from the Quick Access Toolbar, simply

click the Macro Icon.

 To run a Macro from the Keyboard shortcut, simply press

the keys that you have programmed to run the Macros.
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 VLOOKUP Function in Spreadsheet

VLOOKUP is a search and return function of the spreadsheet. The spreadsheet will

search for a value in the leftmost column (a vertical search) of a table, and then return a value

in the same row from a column you specify in the table.

If you are searching a table, it is easy to place this on a separate worksheet in the

workbook.

Syntax

Arguments

lookup_value – This is the cell where you have the input value to search for in the first

column

table_array – This is the table to be searched (this is a cell reference from the upper left

cell of the table to the lower right cell)

col_index_num – This is the value to be returned, you count over from the leftmost

column in the table and place a column number here

range_lookup – It defaults to true if left blank and the table must be sorted in ascending

order; if FALSE (0), it looks for an exact match and the table does not need to be sorted.

Consider the data in a spreadsheet as shown below.

Formula=VLOOKUP(D8,C2:E6,2,FALSE)

Description (Result): If you enter atomic number 2 is in cell D8 then it lookup the

value of D8, in the first column and returns the matching value in the same row of the second

column (i.e. He).

=VLOOKUP(lookup_value,table_array,col_index_num,range_lookup

)
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 Introduction

During the 19th century the invention of programmable looms and player piano scrolls,

both of which implemented examples of domain-specific languages. In the 1930’s and 1940’s

the formalisms of Alonzo Church’s lambda calculus and Alan Turing’s Turing machines

provided mathematical abstractions for expressing algorithms, the lambda calculus remains

influential in language design.

In the 1940s, the first recognizably modern electrically powered computers were

created. Grace Hopper, was one of the first programmers of Harvard Mark I computer,

developed the compiler in 1952, for a computer programming language. The first high-level

programming language to be designed for a computer was Plankalkul, developed by Konrad

Zuse between 1943-45.

In 1949, a language called “Shortcode” appeared which is considered the first

computer language for an electronic device. It required its programmers to change its

statements into 0’s and 1’s by hand.

A programming language is an artificial language

designed to communicate instructions to a machine,

particularly a computer. Programming languages can be used

to create programs that control the behavior of a machine or

to express algorithms.

Fig 1: Mark I Computer

Every programming language has its own program Structure, Keywords, and

Instruction sets. Although there are over 2,000 computer languages, relatively few are widely

used. Some of the programming languages are BASIC, Ada, Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL, C,

C++, JAVA, Perl, PHP, and HTML.

Know This!

 Data: Data is known a fact or figures to be processed or stored by a

computer.

 Instruction: Instruction is a set of data manipulate to get required

output depending on user input.

 Program: A program is a set of instructions written in a particular

order to get required output.
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 Types of Programming Language

A computer understands only the language of 0’s and 1’s, known as the binary

language. Writing programs in such a language is very difficult. Therefore, many computer

languages have been developed that are similar to natural languages like English, which are

easier for programmers to use. These languages are translated into the binary language so that

the computer can understand them. Translators like compilers, Interpreters and assemblers

perform this translation. The computer languages are divided into two categories, Low-level

languages, and High-level languages

Fig 2: Types of Programming Languages
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Translators

Compilers Interpreters Assemblers

 Assembly Level Language(ALL):

Assembly level language uses letters, words and symbols called mnemonics, instead

of the binary digits used in machine level languages. Therefore, it is easier to use than the

machine level languages. This language is highly machine dependent i.e. a program

written for one computer cannot be executed on another. A program written in the

assembly level language is called Assembly code.

 High-level Languages

High-level languages used English like statements which are easier to learn and use.

However, they are slower because they must be translated to the machine level language first

so that the computer can understand. Unlike low-level languages, High-level languages are

not machine dependent. Therefore, a program written for one computer can be executed on

different computers with no or only slight modifications. Some of the high-level languages are

C, C++, JAVA, FORTRAN, QBASIC, PASCAL.

 Translator

The translator translates the high-level language to low level language. There are three

types of translators: Compilers, Interpreters, and Assemblers.

Fig 3: Translator

ADD A, B

SUB A,B

LOAD A,B

MUL A,B

main ()
{

printf("Hello KREIS");
getch();

}
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 Compilers:

A compiler translates a program is written in a high-level language (source code) into

the machine level language (machine code). It reads the whole program and translates the

entire program at once into a series of machine level language instructions. Once compiled,

the program normally gets saved automatically and can be executed directly.

Examples: C, C++.

Fig 4: Compiler

 Interpreters:

An Interpreter reads once a statement of a high-level language program at a time and

translates it into machine level language and executes it immediately. It continues to read,

translate and execute the statements one by one until it reaches the end of the program.

Therefore, it is slower than a compiler. The machine code produced by the interpreter is not

saved and hence, to execute a statement again, it has to be interpreted again.

Example: BASIC, PROLOG

 Assembler:

An assembler translates a program written in the assembly-level language into the

machine level language. It recognizes the mnemonics used in the assembly level languages

and substitutes the required machine code for each instruction.

Example: GAS (GNU Assembler), MASM (Microsoft Macro Assembler)

Fig 5: Assembler
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 Introduction to Problem Solving

The term problem solving is used in many disciplines, sometimes with different and

often with different terminologies. For instance, it is a mental process in psychology and a

computerized process in a computer science.

The problem-solving process starts with the problem specification and end with a

correct program. The steps to follow in the problem-solving process are:

 Problem definition

 Problem Analysis

 Algorithm

 Testing & Debugging

 Documentation & Maintenance

The stages of analysis, design, programming, implementation and maintenance form the

life cycle of the system.

 Problem definition:

Here we define the problem. In practice to solve any complex real life problem, first, we

have to define the problem by answering the following questions.

 What the computer program do?

 What task will it perform?

 What kind of data will it use and where will it get data from?

 What will be the output of the program?

 How does the program interact with the computer user?

Specify the problem requirement makes you to state the problem clearly and to gain a clear

understanding of what is required for its solution.

 Problem Analysis:

Analyzing the problem or analysis involves identifying the following:

 Inputs, i.e. the data you have to work with.

 Outputs i.e. the desired results.

 Any additional requirements on the solutions.
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 ALGORITHM

An Algorithm is a step-by-step procedure to solve a given problem. The word algorithm

is derived from the name of a 9th-century Arab Mathematician, Al-Khowarizmi, who

developed methods for solving problems which used specific step-by-step instructions.

The essential characteristics of an algorithm are

1. Every step of an algorithm performs a single task.

2. Ambiguity (Confusion) should not be included at any stage in an algorithm.

3. An algorithm should involve a finite number of steps to arrive at a solution.

4. Simple statement and structures should be used in the development of the

algorithm.

5. Every algorithm should lead to a unique solution of the problem.

6. An algorithm should have the capability to handle some unexpected situations,

which may arise during the solution of a problem ( For example, division by zero)

Example: An algorithm to find the area of a triangle can be expressed as follows:

Step 1: Input “Enter Height and Base”

Step 2: [Compute Area]

Area= ½*base*height

Step 3: [Output Height, Base, and Area]

Print Height, Base, Area

This algorithm is specific enough to be translated into computer language such as C.

Note that there is an order to the steps created i.e., Step 1 is performed first, followed by Step

2, and finally Step 3. Once the computer program is written, the computer can execute these

instructions in order.

To show you a comparison between algorithm instructions and C language, the

following table lists the three steps of the triangle area algorithm and the corresponding

statements.

Hint

Planning to be done before doing work i.e., If school Tour is planned

than the procedure to accomplish task step by step.
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Steps Algorithm C Statements

Step 1 Input height and base scanf(“%f%f”, &h,&b);

Step 2 Compute area=(½) (height)(base) area=(h*b)/2;

Step 3 Output area Printf(“area=%f”,area);

Algorithms may be developed for any type of problems, mathematical or scientific or

business. Normally, algorithms for mathematical and scientific problems involve

mathematical formula, but algorithms for business problems are a general description and

have little use of formula.

 Steps involved in developing an algorithm

1. Clearly understand the problem statement so that a proper algorithm can be evolved.

2. Study the outputs to be generated so that the input can be specified.

3. Design the process, which will produce the desired result after taking the input.

4. Refine the process.

5. Test the algorithm by giving the test data and see if the desired output is generated.

If not, make appropriate changes in the process and repeat the process.

 Advantage of Algorithm

1. It is a step-by-step representation of a solution to a given problem, which is very

easy to understand.

2. It has got a definite procedure, which can be executed within a set period of time.

3. It is easy to first develop an algorithm, and then convert it into a flowchart and then

into a computer program.

4. It is independent of programming language.

5. It is easy to debug as every step has got its own logical sequence.

 Disadvantage of Algorithm

It is time-consuming and cumbersome as an algorithm is developed first which is

converted into a flowchart and then into a computer program.
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1. Example: Design an algorithm to find the average of four numbers

Step 1: Start

Step 2: Input values for A, B, C, and D

Step 3: [Calculate] AVERAGE(A+B+C+D)/4

Step 4: Output AVERAGE

Step 5: Stop

2. Example: Design an algorithm to calculate the Simple Interest, given the

Principal (P), and Rate (R) and Time (T)

Step 1: Start

Step 2: Input P, T, and R

Step 3: [Calculate] SI(P*T*R)/100

Step 4: Output SI

Step 5: Stop

 FLOWCHART

A Flowchart is a pictorial or graphical representation of a solution to any problem. It

indicates the process of solution, the relevant operations and computations, the point of

decisions and other information as part of the solution. Flowcharts are constructed by using

special geometrical symbols. Each symbol represents an activity. The activity could be either

input or output of data, computation or processing of data, taking a decision or terminating the

solution and so on. The symbols used in a flowchart are joined by arrows.

Flowcharts are classified into two categories:

1. Program Flowcharts

2. System Flowcharts

Definition

Flow chart: The diagrammatic representation of an algorithm is called

Flowchart. Flowchart plays an important role in the programming of a

problem and helpful in understanding the logic.
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Program flowcharts present a diagrammatic representation of a sequence of

instructions for solving a program. In contrast, System flowcharts indicate the flow of data

throughout a data processing system, as well as the flow into and out of the system. Such

flowcharts are widely used by designers, to explain a data processing system.

 Purpose of a Flowchart:

 Provides Communication.

 Provides an Overview.

 Shows all elements and their relationships.

 A quick method of showing Program flow.

 Checks Program logic.

 Helps in Coding.

 Provides Program revision.

 Provides Program documentation.

 Steps involved in developing Flowcharts

1. Clearly understand the problem statement so that a proper flowchart can be evolved.

2. Study the outputs to be generated so that the inputs can be specified.

3. Design the process, which will produce the desired result after taking the input.

4. Refine the process

5. Test the flowcharts by giving the test data and see if the desired output is generated.

If not, make appropriate changes in the process and repeat the process.

 Symbols Used In Flowcharts

SYMBOLS PURPOSE

TERMINAL (START or STOP)

The beginning, end, or point of interruption in a program

INPUT OR OUTPUT

Input or Output data or information

PROCESSING

An instruction or group of instructions which changes the

program
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PREPARATION[Looping]

An instruction or group of instructions which changes the

program

DECISION

Represents a comparison, a question or a decision that

determinates alternative paths to be followed

PREDEFINED PROCESS

A group of operation not detailed in the particular set of

flowcharts

CONNECTOR

An entry form, or an exit to the another part of the

program flowchart

FLOW DIRECTION

The direction of processing or data flow.

 Advantage of Flowcharts

1. Flowcharts provide an excellent means of communication, which is very easy to

understand.

2. It has got a definite procedure, which shows all the major parts of a program, It is

easy to convert it into a program.

3. It is independent of programming language.

4. It is easy to debug as every step has got its own logical sequence.

 Disadvantages of Flowcharts

1. It is time-consuming and cumbersome as it requires the uses of a number of symbols

which are to be properly represented.

2. The represented of complex logic is difficult in a flowchart.

3. Alterations and modifications can be only made by redrawing the flowcharts.

Example: Design a flow chart and an algorithm to find the area of a square.

Step 1: Start

Step 2: Input Side

Step 3: [Calculate Area]
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Area Side * Side

Step 4: Output Area

Step 5: Stop

 Coding or Programming

It is the process of translating the algorithm or flowchart into

the syntax of given purpose language. You must convert each step

of the algorithm into one or more statements in a programming

language such as C, C++, and Java etc.

 Testing and Debugging

Testing means running the program, executing all its instructions or functions and

checking the logic by entering sample data to check the output.

Debugging is the process of finding and correcting program code mistakes that are

called errors. There are four types of errors. They are

 Syntax errors

 Semantic Errors

 Logic errors (bugs)

 Run-time errors

In order to achieve the required output, the program that is written in coding phase must

be tested, compiled and then executed.

 Documentation and Maintenance

Documentation is a reference material which explains the use and maintenance of the

program application for which it has been written. It could be in the form of a separate printed

document or as a help in the program itself

 Maintenance:

Programs that are developed become outdated with time. Sometimes errors may occur.

Depending on the changing rules and user’s requirements, programs need to be modified.
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 Simple Programs

1. Write a program, design a flow chart and an algorithm to find the larger of two

numbers.

Step 1: Start

Step 2: Input A and B

Step 3: If(A>B) then
Output A

Else
Output B

[End if]
Step 4: Stop

2. Write a program, design a flow chart and an algorithm to find given number is

odd or even.

Step 1: Start

Step 2: Input Num

Step 3: If((Num%2)!=0) then
Output Odd

Else
Output Even

[End if]
Step 4: Stop

3. Write a program, design a flow chart and an algorithm for finding the factorial

of a given Number.

Step 1: Start

Step 2: Input N

Step 3: [Initialize]

Set Fact 1, I1

Step 4: Repeat Step 4 and 6 Until I=N

Step 5: [Compute] Fact Fact * I

Step 6: [Increment] I I +1

[End of Step 3 Loop)

Step 7: Output Fact

Step 8: Stop
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 Introduction

The use of computers starts from early scientific calculations to current business data

processing. It was further expanded to different fields of applications. Based on the

applications different programming languages were developed. For example, FORTRAN was

developed for scientific calculations, COBOL for business data processing, PASCAL for

general applications and PROLOG and LISP for artificial intelligence. There was a need for a

programming language would be used to develop both application program and a system

program. C, a high-level programming language is developed to fulfill requirements.

 What is C?

C is a High-level programming language developed at AT & T

Bell Laboratories of the USA in 1972. It was designed and written by a

man named Dennis Ritchie. In the late seventies, C began to replace the

most familiar languages of that time.

C is derived from two early programming languages such as

BCPL (Basic combined programming Language) and B. The BCPL

was developed by Martin Richards and B was developed by Ken

Thompson.

In 1972, Dennis Ritchie developed a new version of B and named it as C. He selected

the name C for his new language because C comes after B in the alphabetical order which

indicates the advancement of B. Some sources also say that Dennis Ritchie selected the 2nd

character of BCPL.

 Characteristics of C

C has become a popular programming language because of its many features. The most

important characteristics are:

 C is a general-purpose and structural programming language.

 C is “case sensitive” and Very less number of reserved words.

 Helps in development of system software.

 It has a rich set of operators and data types.

 It provides compact representation for expressions.
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 Advantages of C

 Fast, Powerful and efficient

 Easy to Learn

 It is portable

 Wide accepted language

 Useful for all applications

 C is the native language of UNIX

 Easy to connect with system devices.

 Applications of C

 C language is used for creating computer applications

 Used in writing Embedded software’s

 Firmware for various electronics, industrial and communications products which use

micro-controllers.

 It is also used in developing verification software, test code, simulators etc, for

various applications and hardware products.

 Character set

Character set means the valid set of characters in C programming language. Every

Programming language has its own character set. The characters used in the C language are

grouped into 3 categories.

 Alphabets

 Digits

 Special Characters

Alphabets
Upper letters case A, B, C, D……….X, Y, Z

Lower letters case a, b, c, d………….x, y, z

Digits 0,1,2,3………9

Special

Characters

, comma . Period ` Apostrophe

: Colon ; Semicolon ? Question mark

! Exclamation _ Underscore | Pipeline

{Left brace } Right Brace # Hash
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[Left bracket ] Right Bracket ^ Caret

(Left parenthesis ) Right parenthesis & ampersand

/ Slash \ Back slash ~ Tilde

+ Plus sign - Minus Sign < Less Than

* Asterisk % Percentage > Greater Than

 Basic structure of C Program

The complete structure of C program as shown below:

Different programming languages have their own format of coding. The basic

components of a C program are:

 Pre-processor Directives

 Main()

 A pair of curly braces {, }

 Declarations & Statements.

 User defined functions

 Pre-processor Directives:

These statements begin with the # symbol and are also called preprocessor statements.

These statements direct the C processor to include Header files and also symbolic constants

into a C program.

Example:

# include<stdio.h>

# define NULL 0

Pre-processor Directives

main ()

{

Declarations;

Statements;

}

User defined functions
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 Main Function:

As the name itself indicates, this is the main function of every C program. Execution of

a C program starts with main (). No C program is executed without the main () function. The

function main () should be written in the lowercase letter and shouldn’t be terminated with a

semicolon. It calls other library functions and user-defined functions. There must be one and

only main () in every C program.

 Declarations:

The declaration is the part of the C program where all the variables, arrays, and

functions are declared with their basic data types.

Example:

int sum, x, y;

 Statements:

These are instructions to the computer to perform some specific operations. Every

statement end with semicolon “;” except control statements. Semicolon “;” also known as

Terminator. They may be input-output statements, arithmetic statements, control statements.

They also include comments.

Example:

printf( “Sum = %d”, sum);

 User defined functions:

These are subprograms. Generally, a subprogram is a function. The user defined

function contains a set of statements to perform a specific task. These are written by the user,

hence the name user-defined functions.

Example:
Factorial()

{

printf(“- - - - - - - - - - - - - - “);

}
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Example of C program:

/* C program to print “Hello KREIS” */

Know This!

A function declaration tells the compiler about a function's name,

return type, and parameters. A function definition provides the actual

body of the function.

Syntax: return_type function_name( parameter list )

{

body of the function

}

 Return Type: A function may return a value. The return_type is the data type of

the value the function returns. Some functions perform the desired operations

without returning a value. In this case, the return_type is the keyword void.

 Function Name: This is the actual name of the function. The function name and the

parameter list together constitute the function signature.

 Parameters: A parameter is a placeholder. When a function is invoked, you pass a

value to the parameter. This value is referred to as actual parameter or argument.

The parameter list refers to the type, order, and a number of the parameters of a

function. Parameters are optional; that is, a function may contain no parameters.

 Function Body: The function body contains a collection of statements that define

what the function does.
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 Compiling and Executing a C Program

Compiling a C program means translating its source code into Machine level language.

C Compilers are used for this purpose. The C program to be compiled must be typed in using

an editor. An editor is a program which allows the programmer to write the program and edit

it.

Example: Turbo C (TC), Borland C

There are basically five steps in the successful execution of a program.

1. Creating a program file (source file)

2. Saving the program ( With .C as extension)

3. Compilation

4. Linking system library function

5. Running (Executing) the program.

Know This!

clrscr() clrscr() means the clear screen, it will clear the output of the

previous programs.

getch( ) getch means get the character, this command hold the output

screen till the user press any key.
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 C Tokens

C tokens are the basic buildings blocks in C language which are constructed together to

write a C program. Each and every smallest individual unit in a C program is known as C

tokens.

C tokens are of six types. They are:

 Keywords (ex: if, while)

 Constants (ex: 10, 20)

 Variables (ex: main, total)

 Data Types (ex: int, float)

 Operators (ex: +, /,-,*)

 Keywords

Keywords are pre-defined words in a C compiler. Each keyword is meant to perform a

specific function in a C program. Since keywords are referred names for the compiler, they

can’t be used as variable name.

C language supports 32 keywords which are given below.

auto double int struct const float short unsigned

break else long switch continue for signed void

case enum register typedef default goto sizeof volatile

char extern return union do if static while

 Constants

Constants are the terms that can't be changed during the execution of a program. In C,

constants can be classified as:

 Integer Constants

 Floating-Point Constants

 Character Constants

 String Constants

 Escape Sequence
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 Integer constants

Integer constants are the numeric constants (constant associated with a number) without

any fractional part or exponential part. There are three types of integer constants in C

language: decimal constant (base 10), octal constant (base 8) and hexadecimal constant (base

16).

Type Digits Example

Decimal 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0, -9, 22 etc

Octal 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 021, 077, 033 etc

Hexadecimal 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F. 0x7f, 0x2a, 0x521 etc

 Floating-point constants

Floating point constants are the numeric constant that has either fractional form or

exponent form.

Example: 2.0, 0.0000234, -0.22E-5

 Character constants

Character constants are constant which use single quotation around characters.

Example: ‘a’, ‘x’, ‘%’ etc

 String constants

String constants are the constants which are enclosed in a pair of double-quote marks.

Example: “Hi”, “KREIS”, “MDRS” etc

 Escape Sequences

Sometimes, it is necessary to use newline (enter), tab, quotation mark etc. in the

program which either cannot be typed or has special meaning in C programming. In such

cases, the escape sequence is used.

Example: \n is used for newline. The backslash ( \ ) causes "escape" from the normal

way the characters are interpreted by the compiler.

Hint

Here, E-5 represents 10-5. Thus, -0.22E-5 = -0.0000022.
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Escape Sequence Meaning

\b Backspace

\n New Line

\t Horizontal Tab

\v Vertical Tab

\” Double Quote

\’ Apostrophe

\0 Null Character

\\ Back Slash

 Variables

The quantity that changes during the execution of a program is called a Variable.

Variables are the placeholders where we can store the values. The variables are the names

given to identify the specific program elements. Therefore, variables are also called as

identifiers.

Example: Marks, x, area, name, num[10] etc

 Declaration of Variables:

1.   It tells the compiler what the variable name is.

2.   It specifies what type of data the variable will hold.

The syntax for declaring a variable is as follows:

Data-type var1, var2;

var1, var2 are the names of variables. Variables are separated by commas. A declaration

statement must end with a semicolon.

Example:

int sum;
char a;
float average;

Hint

The declaration of variables must be done before they are
used in the program.
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 Initialization of variable:

Initialize a variable in C to assign it a starting value. Without this, we can't get

whatever happened to memory at that moment. C does not initialize variables automatically.

So if you do not initialize them properly, you can get unexpected results. Fortunately, C

makes it easy to initialize variables when you declare them.

Example:

int x=45;

char a=’x’;

float pie=22.7;

Rules for writing variable name in C

1. A variable name can be composed of letters (both uppercase and lowercase letters),

digits and underscore '_' only.

2. The first letter of a variable should be either a letter or an underscore. But, it is

discouraged to start a variable name with an underscore though it is legal. It is

because the variable name that starts with an underscore can conflict with system

names and the compiler may complain.

3. There is no rule for the length of the length of a variable. However, the first 31

characters of a variable are discriminated by the compiler. So, the first 31 letters of

two variables in a program should be different.

 Data Types

Data types indicate the type of data that a variable can hold. The data may be numeric

or nun-numeric in nature. C has its own built-in data types as

Data Types Symbols Meaning Range Example

int %d, %i Integer number -32,768 to 32,767 45, 89

float %f
Floating Point

Number
-1.7*10^38 to

1.7*10^38
22.7, 0.05

Char %c, %s Character -128 to 127 ‘x’, ‘a’

double %lf
Floating Point

Number
-1.7*10^308 to

1.7*10^308
567.786
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 Formatted Input and Output Functions

Formatted I/O Functions refers to input and output that has been arranged in a
particular format.

Formatted Input functions:       scanf( )

Formatted Output functions:    printf( )

 scanf( ) : This function is used to read information from the standard input device.

Syntax:- int scanf( “format string”, list of address of variables);

Example:
main( )
{

int n;
scanf(“%d”, &n);

}
Format string represents the type of data that the user is going to accept. ‘&’ gives the

address of variable. (char- %c , int- %d , float - %f , double- %lf).

 printf( ): This function is used to output any combination of data. The outputs are

produced in such a way that they are understandable and are in an easy to use form. It is

necessary for the programmer to give clarity of the output produced by his program.

Syntax:- printf(“format string”, list of variables);

The format string can contain:

a. Characters that are simply printed as they are

b. Conversion specifications that begin with a % sign. (%d, %f)

c. Escape Sequence that begin with a \ sign

Example:
main( )
{

int n;
scanf(“%d”, &n);
printf(“the value of n = %d”, n);

}

Hint

The “&” address of operator is used to give the address
of the variable.
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 Operators

An operator is a symbol which operates on one or more operands, which performs

certain mathematical or logical manipulations. Operators are used in programs to manipulate

data variables.

Example: a+b, a-b, a>b, where, a and b are the operands, + , -, >is an operator

C Language provides a rich set of operators, they are.

 Arithmetic  Operators

 Relational Operators

 Logical Operators

 Increment and Decrement Operator

 Conditional Operator

 Assignment Operator

 Bitwise Operator

 Special Operator

 Arithmetic Operator

Arithmetic operators are used to performing the basic arithmetic operations such as

arithmetic, subtraction, multiplication, division and modulo division (remainder after

division).

Operator Meaning Example( a=10, b=5)

+ Addition a+b = 15

- Subtraction a-b  = 5

* Multiplication a*b = 50

/ Division a/b = 2

% Modulo division a%b = 0

 Relational Operator

Relational Operator is used to comparing two operands given in expressions. They

define the relationship that exists between two constants.

For example, we may compare the age of two persons or the price of two items….these

comparisons can be done with the help of relational operators.
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The result in either TRUE(1) or FALSE(0).Some of the relational operators are:

Operator Meaning Example (a=10, b=5)

< is less than a<b  returns false(0)

<= is less than or equal to a<=b returns false(0)

> is greater than a>b returns true(1)

>= is greater than or equal to a>=b returns false(0)

== is equal to a==b returns false(0)

!= is not equal to a!=b returns true(1)

 Logical Operators

Logical operators are used to testing more than one condition and make decisions. Some

of the logical operators are

Operator Meaning Example

&& Logical AND If a=10 and b=5 then,((a==10) &&

(b>5)) returns false.

|| Logical OR If c=10 and b=5

then, ((a==10) || (b>5)) returns true.

! Logical NOT If a=10 then, !(a==10) returns false.

 Increment Operator

Increment operator is used to increasing the value of an integer by one. This is
represented by “++”.

Example: a++, a+1

 Decrement Operator

Decrement operator is used to decreasing the value of an integer by one. This is

represented by “--”.

Example: a--, a-1

Hint

Let a=10 and b=5

a++;  //a becomes 11

b--;   //b becomes 4
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< is less than a<b  returns false(0)

<= is less than or equal to a<=b returns false(0)

> is greater than a>b returns true(1)

>= is greater than or equal to a>=b returns false(0)

== is equal to a==b returns false(0)

!= is not equal to a!=b returns true(1)

 Logical Operators

Logical operators are used to testing more than one condition and make decisions. Some

of the logical operators are

Operator Meaning Example

&& Logical AND If a=10 and b=5 then,((a==10) &&

(b>5)) returns false.

|| Logical OR If c=10 and b=5

then, ((a==10) || (b>5)) returns true.

! Logical NOT If a=10 then, !(a==10) returns false.

 Increment Operator

Increment operator is used to increasing the value of an integer by one. This is
represented by “++”.

Example: a++, a+1

 Decrement Operator

Decrement operator is used to decreasing the value of an integer by one. This is

represented by “--”.

Example: a--, a-1
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 Conditional Operator

A ternary operator pair ”? :” is available in C to construct conditional expressions of the

form: exp1? exp2: exp3, where exp1,exp2, and exp3 are expressions,

The operator “?:” works as follows: exp1 is evaluated first. If it is non-zero (true), then

the expression exp 2 is evaluated and becomes the value of the expression. If exp1 is false,

exp3 is evaluated and its value becomes the value of the expression.

Example: a=10;  b=5;

X = (a>b) ? a:b;

Output: X value of a (10).

 Assignment Operators

The most common assignment operator is =. This operator assigns the value on the right

side to the left side.

Example: var=5  //5 is assigned to var

a=b;   //value of b is assigned to a

5=b;   // Error! 5 is a constant.

Operator Example Same as

= a=b a=b

+= a+=b a=a+b

-= a-=b a=a-b

*= a*=b a=a*b

/= a/=b a=a/b

%= a%=b a=a%b

 Bitwise Operators

A bitwise operator works on each bit of data. Bitwise operators are used in bit level

programming.

Operators Meaning of operators

& Bitwise AND

| Bitwise OR

^ Bitwise exclusive OR

~ Bitwise complement
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 Special Operator

Operators Meaning of operators

. Dot Operator

sizeof()
It is a unary operator which is used in finding the size of

the data type. Example: sizeof(a)

, (comma)
Comma operators are used to linking related expressions

together. Example: int a=10, b=5

Unary Binary Ternary

Unary operators have
only one operand.

The binary operator
operates on two operands.

The ternary operator
operates on three
operands.

Example:  &, ++, - - +, -, *, /, %, &&, || ?:

 Hierarchy of Operators In C

There are some operators which are given below. The higher the position of an operator

is, higher is its priority.

Operator Meaning

! Logical NOT

*, /, % Arithmetic and modulus

+, - Arithmetic

<, >, <=, >= Relational

==, != Relational

&& Logical AND

|| Logical OR

= Assignment
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 Control Statements

Control statements are statements that alter the sequence of flow of execution of

instructions. There are two types of control statements.

1. Conditional Statement

2. Looping statement.

 Conditional Statements

In some situations, it is necessary to check the condition to make a decision. This

involves performing a logical test. The text either in TRUE or FALSE. A decision control

instruction can be implemented in C using:

 if Statement

 if-else Statement

 if Statement:

if is the simplest form of control statements. This statement is also called as one-way

branching. if statement is used to execute a statement or a set of statements conditionally. C

uses a keyword if to implement the decision control instructions.

Syntax:

if (Condition) // This Condition is true

{

Statement;

}

Ex: if(x<35)

{

printf(“ FAIL”);

}

Here, the logical condition is tested which results

in either a true or false value. If the result of the logical

test is true then the statement which immediately follows

if statement is executed. If the logical condition is false, then control transfer to the next

executable statement.
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 if-else Statement:

This statement is also called as two-way branching. if statement is used to execute only

one statement. If there are two statements to be executed alternatively, then the if-else

statement is used. The general of if-else statement look like this:

Syntax:

if (Condition)

{

Statement 1;

}

else

{

Statement 2;

……

……

}

Ex: if(x<35)

{

printf(“ FAIL”);

}

else

{

printf(“ PASS”);

}

Here, the logical condition is tested, if the logical test is true, then the Statement 1 is

executed, if the logical test is false, then the Statement 2 is executed. After executing one of

these statements the control transfers to next statements.

 Loops or Iteration Statements

Looping is a powerful programming technique through which a group of statements is

executed repeatedly until certain specifies condition is satisfied. A loop in a program

essentially consists of two parts, one is called the body of the loop and other is know as
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control statement. The control statement performs a logic test whose result is either true of

false.

There are three types of loop control structure.

 for statement

 while statement

 do-while statement

 for Statement:

for statement is used when the programmer knows how many times a set of statements is

executed.

Syntax:

for ( <expr1> ; <expr2>; <expr3>)

{

Statement;

}

Here, Statements are executed repeatedly until the value of expr2 becomes 0.

Before the first termination, expr1 is evaluated. This is usually used to initialize

variables for the loop. After each iteration of the loop, expr3 is evaluated. This is usually used

to increment a loop counter.

Ex: for(i=1; i<=10; i++)
{

sum= sum+ i;
}
Here, the first value is assigned to the variable. After assigning the value, the logical

expression satisfied the condition. If the tested condition is true it repeats the statement. The

same statement repeats until the tested condition becomes false.

 while Statement:

while loop statement is also called as pre-tested looping statements. This statement

repeats the execution of a set of statements while the condition is true.
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Syntax:

while(expression)

{

Statement;

}

Here, Statement is executed repeatedly as long as

the value of expression remains non-zero

Ex:

while(i<=num)

{

sum= sum +i;

i++;

}

Here, first of all, the logical expression is evaluated and if the result is true then the

statement is repeatedly executed. If the result is false then the control comes out of the loop

and continues with the next executable statement.

 do-while Statement:

This is used to execute a set of statements repeatedly until the logical test results in false.

This is called the post-tested loop statements. Because the test for repetition is made at the

end of each pass.

Syntax:

do

{

Statement;

}while( expression);

Here, the statement is executed repeatedly as long as

the value of the expression remains non-zero. The test takes

place after each expression of the statement.

Ex:
i=n, n-1;

do
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{

n= n*1;

i++;

} while(i<=factorial);

Here first the body of the loop gets execution without testing the given condition for

the first time. Then the condition is tested. If it comes true, then the loop gets another

execution and continues till the result of the test condition is not false.

Know This!

Depending on the position of the control statement in the loop, a control

structure can be classified into two types; entry controlled and exit

controlled. They are described below.

Entry controlled loop: The types of the loop where the test condition is stated before

the body of the loop, are known as the entry controlled loop. So in the case of an entry

controlled loop, the condition is tested before the execution of the loop. If the test

condition is true, then the loop gets the execution, otherwise not. For example, the for

loop and while loop is an entry controlled loop.

Exit controlled loop: The types of the loop where the test condition is stated at the end

of the body of the loop, are known as the exit controlled loops. So, in the case of the exit

controlled loops, the body of the loop gets execution without testing the given condition

for the first time. Then the condition is tested. If it comes true, then the loop gets another

execution and continues till the result of the test condition is not false. For example,

the do-while loop is an exit controlled loop.
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 System Assembling

 Open the Case

 Computer assembly is a large part of a technician's job.

 Prepare the workspace before opening the computer case.

 There are different methods for opening cases.

 Install the Power Supply

 Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS) generally called

power supply installation steps include the following:

1. Insert the SMPS into the case

2. Align the holes in the SMPS with the holes in the case

3. Secure the SMPS to the case using the proper screws.

 CPU on Motherboard

The CPU and motherboard are sensitive to electrostatic discharge.

 The CPU is secured to the socket on the motherboard

with a locking assembly.

 CAUTION: When handling a CPU, do not touch the

CPU contacts.

 Thermal compound

 It helps to keep the CPU cool.

 To install a used CPU, clean it and the base of the

heatsink with isopropyl alcohol to remove the old

thermal compound.

Know This!

Processor: A processor is a logic circuit that responds and processes

the basic instructions that drive a computer. A processor in a personal

computer or embedded in a device is called Microprocessor.
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 Heat Sink/Fan Assembly

 The Heat Sink/Fan Assembly is a two-part cooling

device.

 The heat sink draws heat away from the CPU.

 Install RAM

 RAM provides temporary data storage for the CPU

and should be installed on the motherboard before the

motherboard is placed in the computer case.

 The Motherboard

 After installing the previous components, the

motherboard is now ready to install in the computer

case.

 Plastic and metal standoffs are used to mount the

motherboard and to prevent it from touching the

metal portions of the case.

 Install Internal Drives

 Drives that are installed in internal bays are called internal

drives.

 A hard disk drive (HDD) is an example of an internal drive.

 HDD installation steps:

1. Position the HDD so that it aligns with the 3.5-inch drive

bay.

2. Insert the HDD into the drive bay so that the screw holes

in the drive line up with the screw holes in the case.

3. Secure the HDD to the case using the proper screws.

 Install Drives in External Bays

 Drives in external bays allow access to the media without

opening the case.
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 Some devices that are installed in this type of drives are:

1. An optical drive is a storage device that reads and writes information to Compact

Disk (CDs) or Digital Versatile Disk (DVDs).

2. A floppy disk drive (FDD) is a storage device that reads and writes information to

a floppy disk.

 Install Adapter Cards

 Adapter cards are installed to add functionality to a computer.

 Some examples of these adapters are:

o A NIC (Network Interface Card) which enables a computer to connect to a

network. It uses PCI and PCIe expansion slots on the motherboard.

o A wireless NIC which enables a computer to connect to a wireless network.

Wireless NICs use PCI and PCIe expansion slots on the motherboard. Some

wireless NICs are installed externally with a USB connector.

o A video adapter card is an interface between a computer and a display monitor.

An upgraded video adapter card can provide better graphic capabilities for games

and graphic programs. Video adapter cards use PCI, AGP, and PCIe expansion

slots on the motherboard.

 Connect Internal Cables

Power cables are used to distribute electricity from the power supply to the

motherboard and other components.

 Connect Internal Cables

 Data cables transmit data between the motherboard and storage devices, such as hard

drives. Some of the examples of this type of cables are:

1. PATA cable

2. SATA cable

3. Floppy drive data cable
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 Additional cables connect the buttons and link lights on the front of the computer case

to the motherboard.

 Complete Physical Installation

Now that all the internal components and the power supply have been installed and

connected to the motherboard, the following tasks should be completed:

 Re-Attach the side panels:

Most computer cases have two panels, one on each side. Some computer cases have

one three-sided cover that slides down over the case frame.

 Connect External Cables:

These cables are normally connected to the back of the computer. Here are some

common external cable connections: Monitor, Keyboard, Mouse, USB, and Ethernet Power.

 Setting up a Desktop Computer

 Step 1: Place your computer case in an area that is well ventilated and that has good

air flow. This will help to prevent overheating.

Know This!

 SATA: Serial Advanced Technology Attachment.

 PATA: Parallel Advanced Technology Attachment.

 ATX: Advanced Technology eXtendend.

Activity-1!!!!

 Identify the components of a computer.

 Organize the order to assemble the desktop computer.
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one three-sided cover that slides down over the case frame.

 Connect External Cables:

These cables are normally connected to the back of the computer. Here are some

common external cable connections: Monitor, Keyboard, Mouse, USB, and Ethernet Power.

 Setting up a Desktop Computer

 Step 1: Place your computer case in an area that is well ventilated and that has good

air flow. This will help to prevent overheating.

Know This!

 SATA: Serial Advanced Technology Attachment.

 PATA: Parallel Advanced Technology Attachment.

 ATX: Advanced Technology eXtendend.

Activity-1!!!!

 Identify the components of a computer.

 Organize the order to assemble the desktop computer.
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 Step 2: There are several types of monitor cables, so the one on

your computer may not look like the one of the images to the

right.

 Step 3: Connect one end of the cable to the monitor port on

the back of the computer case and the other end to

the monitor. If there are any plastic-covered screws on the

monitor cable Hand tighten to secure it.

 Step 4: The keyboard may use either a USB

(rectangular) connector or a PS/2 (round) connector. If

it uses a USB connector, plug it into any of the USB

ports on the back of the computer. If it uses a PS/2

connector, plug it into the purple keyboard port on the

back of the computer.

 Step 5: The mouse may use either a USB (rectangular) connector or a PS/2 (round)

connector. If it uses a USB connector, plug it into any of the USB ports on the back

of the computer. If it uses a PS/2 connector, plug it into the green mouse port on the

back of the computer.

Know This!

PS/2 is a standard type of connection used

to connect keyboards and mouse. The port

was introduced with IBM's Personal

System/2 computer in 1987(which was

abbreviated "PS/2"). USB stand for

Universal Serial Bus is most commonly used for personal

computers like keyboard, mouse, printer etc. It is a fast serial bus.

Hint

If you have a wireless mouse or keyboard, you may need to

connect a Bluetooth dongle (USB adapter) to your

computer. However, many computers have built-in

Bluetooth, so a dongle may not be necessary.
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 Step 6: If you have external speakers or headphones, you can connect them to your

computer's audio port (either on the front or the back of the computer case). Many

computers have color-coded ports.

 Speakers or headphones connect to

the green port.

 Microphone connects to the pink port.

 The blue port is the line in, which can be used

with other types of devices.

 Step 7: Locate the two power supply cables that came with

your computer. Plug the first power supply cable into the

back of the computer case, and then plug into an outlet.

Then, using the other cable, connect the monitor to the plug

outlet.

 BIOS

Basic Input Output System (BIOS) is the first software that runs on the computer

when the power is switched on.

The first task of BIOS is to identify and initialize devices such as the keyboard,

mouse, hard disk, CD/DVD, and other hardware. Next task of the BIOS is to load the

operating system (OS) software (i.e. on a hard disk or a CD)

BIOS give control of the computer to the Operating System (OS). This process is

known as booting. BIOS are usually stored in Flash memory or ROM on the motherboard.

Activity-2!!!!

 If you have a desktop computer that is already set up at home, take a look at it.
 Look at the monitor cable and power chord. Check where they connects to

the computer case.
 Does your computer have a VGA monitor port, or another kind?

 Locate the Audio and USB ports.

 Do you have a USB or PS/2 mouse and keyboard?
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 Boot Disk:

A boot disk is a removable digital data storage medium from which a computer can

load and run (boot) an operating system or utility program.

Boot disks are used for:

 Operating system installation

 Data recovery

 Data purging

 Hardware or software troubleshooting

 BIOS flashing

 Operating System Installation

 Steps for Windows 7 Operating System Installation

1.

OS Installation:

After configuring the system for booting from

a DVD, the Windows Setup screen appears. At

this point, Setup is loading the driver files it

needs to continue with the installation.
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2.

Option Selections:

The first options you will come across are

selections for Language, Time and currency

format, and Keyboard layout.

Make your selections by using the pull-down

menus and press the Next button

3.

Install Now:

Here we have the option of repairing a

previous installation or “Install Now.” Since

this is a clean installation of Windows 7 and

not a repair, Install Now is the proper choice.

Highlight the “Install Now” button to continue

to the next screen.

4.

License Agreement:

Here we see the License Agreement you must

accept before continuing.

After reading the agreement, check the box

next to “I accept the license terms” and select

Next button.

5.

Option Selections:

Here we would be able to choose an

“Upgrade” install (if running setup from a

previous version of Windows, such as Vista) or

a “Custom” (clean) install. Select the whole

box containing “Custom (advanced)” to

continue to the next screen.
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6.

Hard Drives:

This is where you can select which hard

drive/partition to install Windows 7 on. Since

this system only has one hard drive, only one

place Windows 7 can go. Advanced options

are shown in the next screenshot.

If no additional drivers are needed, select the

Next button.

7.

Advanced Options:

The advanced options allow the creation of

multiple partitions and the option of formatting

existing partitions.

After finishing your particular partition

configuration that you desire, select the Next

button.

8.

Installing:

Here is where Windows 7 installs major

components of the OS. This process can take

10 to 60 minutes depending on the system.

9.

Reboot:

Here we see the system needing to reboot to

continue installation tasks.

You can hit the Restart Now button or just

allow the reboot to happen automatically after

several seconds.
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10.

Setup Registry Entries:

Here we see progress as Windows 7 updates

the registry settings. This process may take

several minutes before going to the next

screen. Windows 7 starts up required services

at this point in the setup process.

11.
Installation Continues:

Windows 7 continues to install at this screen.

12.

Starting Windows:

After another Reboot, this is the screen you

will be greeted with upon each boot. Windows

7 is starting up!

13.

First Use:

Setup is now preparing the system for initial

booting. Unlike the previous screen capture,

you will not see this on each boot.
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14.

Account Creation:

Here is where the initial account creation

happens. This user will have full administrator

privileges and automatically be logged in after

setup is completed.

Enter in your username and computer name as

you would like it to be identified on the

network and then select the Next button.

15.

User Password:

This screen prompts you to enter a password

for the account that you just created. I highly

recommend that you password your account.

Enter it twice, and then include a “password

hint” to help remind you of what it is if you

misplace or forget it. You, of course, should

not enter in your actual password in this field,

but a subtle reminder to jog your memory.

After entering information select Next.

16.

Use Recommended Settings:

This is where Automatic Updates and

problems and reports solutions are offered as

an option. I recommend to most users to “Use

Recommended Settings” here. These options

can always be changed later.

Make your selection to continue to the next

screen.

17.

Time and Date:

Ensure that your time zone is entered correctly

and make adjustments as necessary. Also,

ensure the proper time is set. This information

is extracted from the BIOS settings, so if the

time was set correctly in a previous installation

of Windows (or most any other OS), it should
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still be correct here.

After this information is verified, select the

Next button.

18.

Finalizing Settings:

Windows 7 is finally… finalizing settings.

This should only take a few moments to

complete.

19.
Welcome:

Not much to say here. Just wait some more.

20.

Desktop Setup:

Your initial desktop is setup here. This process

will take a few moments but only happen once.

21.

The Desktop:

Windows 7 is now finished being installed and

are greeted with the desktop. It is worth noting

that you did not need to log in this time, but

after rebooting (or logging off), you will see

the login screen and you must enter the

username and password created earlier to

return to this point.
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 Steps for Ubuntu Operating System Installation

1.

After downloading the CD image of Ubuntu,

burn it to a CD or USB drive and then boot

using that device. You'll be greeted with the

above-shown screen. If you want to test Ubuntu

before instating, click on "Try Ubuntu" else

"Install Ubuntu". You can select your default

language from this screen itself.

2.

Ubuntu setup now checks your system for basic

requirements. If it shows a red cross instead of a

green checkmark, review your system for that

particular problem. It is also advised to check

the "Download updates while installing" box

before advancing to the next step. If you would

like to have MP3 playback out-of-the-box in

Ubuntu check "Install this third-party software".

3.

In this screen, you can create/format/resize

partitions (by selecting "Something else"). If

you want your file system to be encrypted you

can check "Encrypt the new Ubuntu installation

for security" (recommended). You can also

install Logical Volume Management (LVM) for

your file system, by checking "Use LVM with

the new Ubuntu installation" as described it

makes it easy to resize partitions and take

snapshots.

Activity-3!!!!

 Identify the configuration of a desktop computer.

 Discuss the uses of Operating System.
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4.

If you choose to encrypt your Ubuntu

installation in the previous step, you'll be

greeted with this screen. Skip to Step-6 if you

didn't choose encryption option in the previous

step.

5.

Enter a passphrase (security key). Passphrase

more than 15 characters is recommended. Keep

the passphrase somewhere safe, as it will be

needed while recovering your data. Do check

"Overwrite empty disk space" for more security,

but will make the setup take more time.

6.

Enter your location for the setup to select your

time zone. Pretty easy so let’s move to the next

step.

7.

Select your default keyboard layout. Most

computers have the default US keyboard style.

The style may vary according to your region.
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8.
Setup your local account that'll be needed after

the Ubuntu installation. Enter a strong password

9.

The installation will now start. The installation

can take up to 30 minutes or more depend on the

options selected before.

10.

After installation is carried out successfully, the

above-shown popup will be displayed. Click on

"Restart Now" to restart your computer. At this

point remove the Ubuntu CD or USB drive, to

boot directly to Ubuntu.

11.

This is the login screen. Select your nickname

(account name) and enter your password from

Step-8.
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12.

This screen is displayed it you have setup

encryption for your file system. Enter the

passphrase (Step-5) to boot into Ubuntu.

13.

After logging in, you'll be greeted with the

Ubuntu Desktop. If you have basic computer

knowledge and have used a computer with

Windows or Mac, then you won't have any

problem getting around in Ubuntu. That is it,

you have successfully installed Ubuntu on your

computer. Enjoy! Feel free to leave a comment.

 External Hardware Installation

 Printer

The printer is the most important output device, which is

used to print information on paper. A computer printer does

not work until you install the included drivers and software.

If you have lost the CD for your printer, you

can download the drivers for your printer and use the drivers

to install your printer.

Steps for Installing Printer:

1. Connecting the printer to the computer

Connect the printer to the computer either using a USB

cable, parallel port cable or SCSI cable and then connect the power plug to

a power outlet. Today, most all home computer printers are using a USB

cable similar to the example picture.
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2. Every printer should come with the software used to install a printer in your operating

system.

 After everything has been plugged in turn the computer on.

 Insert the CD that came with the printer. If the CD does not automatically start,

open My Computer, double-click on the CD drive, and then click the Setup or

Install file. If you have downloaded the drivers, run the downloaded setup file.

 Follow the installation wizard and once completed your software is installed.

 Test the printer to make sure it is working.

 Handheld Devices

Steps for Installing Mobile Phone:

1. Use a data cable to connect your phone to your

computer's USB port.

2. Make sure your memory card is in your phone.

3. Touch the USB Connected notification on your phone's screen.

4. Find the removable storage drive on your computer. On PC, check My Computer.

5. Drag and drop the files you want from your phone to your computer.

6. When you're finished, go to Notification tray and select safely remove USB Storage.

7. Disconnect the data cable from your phone and your computer.

 Essential Software’s

1. Install Drivers:

After installing the operating system, we have to install different types of

drivers. Drivers needed to make a pool between hardware devices and

operating system. We have to Install drivers for e.g. graphic card driver,

sound card driver etc. All these drivers are available in motherboard’s

Activity-4!!!!
 Install the external device like Scanner.

 Classify the other varieties of Printer available in the market.

 Determine how the cartridge refilled in a printer.
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C/D. Install all these drivers in your system.

2. CD/DVD Burning software:

Burning software is a basic requirement for a PC. Burning software helps you

to burn your files on CD/DVD disc. The most recommended and easy to use

burning software is Nero Burning Essentials (which generally included in CD

package of Writer).

3. Installing Office management software:

The office contains different software viz. Word processor, Presentation

program, Spread Sheet, Database, etc which helps us in daily tasks. It is

also essential software for basic computing like Word processor helps us

in creating documents and Presentation helps us in making slides.

4. Install PDF Reader:

E-books are the most reliable way of reading on the computer. Thousands

of eBooks are available on the internet. Most of the eBooks are available in

Portable Document Format (PDF) and can be opened by Pdf Reader like

Adobe, Evince, Foxit etc.

5. Install External device software:

Now, it’s time to install software for external devices such as Printer,

Modem, Mobile, Scanner Software etc. You need these software’s while

performing daily tasks.

6. Install Internet Browser:

An internet web browser is required for surfing the internet. Some of

the popular web browsers are Internet explorer, Google Chrome,

Opera, Mozilla Firefox, Safari etc

 Antivirus Installation and Updating

 Computer Virus

Computer Virus is a program that has been coded to cause problems on the computer.

Viruses may cause data to be lost or corrupted. A virus is usually passed from a computer on
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floppy disk or pen drive or the internet. The term VIRUS stands for “Vital Information
Resource Under Siege (VIRUS)”.

The virus is defined as the program inserted into another program. It gets activated by

its host program. It replicates itself and spread to other.

 Types of Computer Viruses:

 Boot Sector Virus

 Program Virus

 Stealth Virus

 Macro Virus

 Some of the common virus activities are as follows:

 The computer may not boot

 The window may crash

 Data may automatically delete.

 The size and format of the file may change

 The computer becomes slow and performs wrong data and instructions

 How to save the computer from Viruses?

 The computer must be kept in safe and clean place with optimum temperature.

 Floppy disk or pen drive must be carefully used.

 A strong antivirus must be installed and updated regularly using the internet.

 Don't use others pen drive until you are sure that there is no virus.

 Anti-Virus Utilities’:

There are many anti-viruses like Avira, Norton, Kaspersky, K7, Panda, Avast, etc.

 Steps for Installing Anti-Virus:

Install the antivirus program: Make sure that no other programs are running while you

install the antivirus. You will most likely need to be connected to the internet to download

additional files and updates.

1. Once the download is finished this screen will come up, click on Next.

2. Uncheck participation and check custom installation and click Next to continue.
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3. Choose the drive where you want to install and Click on Next

4. Program will install itself and finally Setup will finish

Update the program: After the installation is complete, reboot your computer and update

the program. The file that you downloaded is likely not the most up to date version so you

will need to connect to your antivirus program’s servers and download the latest updates.

Most antivirus programs allow you to right-click on the icon in the System Tray while it is

running and click Update.

Scan your computer: Once you have the program installed and updated, it’s time to scan

your computer. This could take several hours, depending on the number of files being scanned

and your computer’s speed.

 Troubleshooting and Common Tasks

Do you know what to do if your screen goes blank? What if you can't seem to close an

application, or can't hear any sound from your speakers? Whenever you have a problem with

your computer, don't panic! There are many basic troubleshooting techniques you can use

to fix issues like this. In this topic, we'll show you some simple things to try when

troubleshooting, as well as how to solve common problems you may encounter.

 Simple solutions to common problems

Most of the time, problems can be fixed using simple troubleshooting techniques,

like closing and reopen the program. It's important to try these simple solutions before

resorting to more extreme measures. If the problem still isn't fixed, you can try other

troubleshooting techniques.

 Power button will not start computer

 Solution 1: If your computer does not start, begin by

Activity-5!!!!
 Find out more from the internet about computer virus.

 Find out about the latest virus spreading through the internet and the anti-

virus software available for it.
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checking the power cord to confirm that it is plugged securely into the back of the

computer case and the power outlet.

 Solution 2: If it is plugged into an outlet, make sure it is a working outlet. To check

your outlet, you can plug in another electrical device, such as a lamp or cell phone,

and see if it receives electricity properly.

 Solution 3: If you are using a laptop, the battery may not be charged. Plug the AC

adapter into the wall, and then try to turn on the laptop. If it still doesn't start up, you

may need to wait a few minutes and try again.

 An application is frozen

Sometimes an application may become stuck,

or frozen. When this happens, you won't be able to close

the window or click any buttons within the application.

 Solution 1: Force quit the application. On a PC,

you can press (and hold) Ctrl+Alt+Delete (the

Control, Alt, and Delete keys) on your keyboard

to open the Task Manager.

 Solution 2: Restart the computer. If you are unable to force quit an

application, restarting your computer will close all open apps.

 The computer is frozen

Sometimes your computer may become completely unresponsive, or frozen. When this

happens, you won't be able to click anywhere on the screen, open or close applications or

access shut-down options.

 Solution 1: Press and hold the Power button. The Power button is usually

located on the front or side of the computer, typically indicated by

the power symbol. Press and hold the Power button for 5-10 seconds to

force the computer to shut down.

 Solution 2: If the computer still won't shut down, you can unplug the power

cable from the electrical outlet. If you're using a laptop, you may be able to remove
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the battery to force the computer to turn off. Note: This solution should be your last

resort after trying the other suggestions above.

 The mouse or keyboard has stopped working

 Solution 1: If you're using a wired mouse or keyboard, make sure it's correctly

plugged into the computer.

 Solution 2: If you're using a wireless mouse or keyboard, make sure it's turned on and

that its batteries are charged.

 The sound isn't working

 Solution 1: Check the volume level. Click the audio button in the bottom-right corner

of the screen to make sure the sound is turned on and that the volume is up.

 Solution 2: Check the audio player controls. Many audios and video players will have

their own separate audio controls. Make sure the sound is turned on and that the

volume is turned up on the player.

 Solution 3: Check the cables. Make sure external speakers are plugged in, turned on,

and connected to the correct audio port or a USB port. If your computer has color-

coded ports, the audio output port will usually be green.

 Solution 4: Connect headphones to the computer, and see if you can hear sound from

the headphones.

 The screen is blank

 Solution 1: The computer may be in Sleep mode. Click the mouse or press any key on

the keyboard to wake it.

 Solution 2: Make sure the monitor is plugged in and turned on.

 Solution 3: Make sure the computer is plugged in and turned on.

 Solution 4: If you're using a desktop, make sure the monitor cable is properly

connected to the computer tower and the monitor.

 Computer system time is inaccurate or losing time:

CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) chip is an

onboard, battery powered semiconductor chip inside computers that stores

the system time, date and system hardware settings for your computer. A
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coin cell battery used to power the CMOS memory. The standard lifetime of a CMOS battery

is around 10 Years. However, this can vary depending on the use and environment in which

the computer resides. If the battery fails, the system settings, date, and time will not be saved

when the computer is turned off until it has been replaced.

 Solution: Turn off the computer, open the case; find out which type of battery is used

to power the CMOS chip. Carefully replace the drained battery with a new battery of

the same specification. Turn on the Computer and set the correct date and time.

 Computer makes beep sound but doesn’t boot the Operating System

The computer normally makes one or two short beeps during the startup process. If the

Computer beeps but doesn’t boot the Operating System, a more serious hardware problem

may exist. The most common problems for beep sounds are:

1. Memory and heat related failure by a build-up of dust.

2. A keyboard key is stuck.

3. A memory stick of hard drive cable is not properly attached.

4. A component of the motherboard has failed.

Listen to the beep sound and use the below table to identify the problem:

Beeps Description

2 beeps CMOS Error

1 long and 1 short beep Motherboard problem

1 long and 2 short beeps Video problem

1 long and 3 short beeps Video problem

3 long beeps Keyboard error

Repeated long beeps Memory error

Continuous high-low beeps CPU overheating

 Solution 1: Remove any media from floppy drives, CD/DVD drives, USB ports and

memory card readers and disconnect all non-essential devices (printer, scanner, etc.)

 Solution 2: Disconnect the mouse and keyboard and restart the computer. If the

beeping sound stops, repair, or replace those devices.
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 Solution 3: Hot air can damage internal components. Remove any obstruction that

block vents. Clean the cooling vents on the case to remove dust. If cooling fans stop

spinning or make strange noises service the computer.

 Solution 4: Remove the RAM modules, clean them properly with proper procedure

and reinsert to their respective slots in a proper way.

 Defragmenting the hard disk

Fragmentation makes your hard

disk do extra work that can slow down

your computer. Removable storage

devices such as USB flash drives can

also become fragmented. Disk

Defragmenter rearranges fragmented

data so your disks and drives can work

more efficiently. Disk Defragmenter

runs on a schedule, but you can also

analyze and defragment your disks and

drives manually. To do this, follow these

steps:

1. Right-click on any drive and select Properties.

2. Click on Tools tab and click Defragment now.

3. To determine if the disk needs to be defragmented or not, click Analyze disk. Once

Windows is finished analyzing the disk, you can check the percentage of

fragmentation on the disk in the Last Run column. If the number is above 10%, you

should defragment the disk.

4. Click Defragment disk.

 Burning a CD or DVD

There are many disc burning software

available but Microsoft Windows 7 also provides

an option to burn discs. The procedure is as

follows.
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 Step 1: Insert a writable blank CD/DVD into the computer’s CD/DVD drive. A dialog

box opens on the desktop listing various options, select Burn files to disc.

 Step 2: The Burn a Disc dialog box appears, note that the Like a USB flash drive

option is selected by default, enter a title for your disc and click Next, the disc will

now be formatted.

 Step 3: The AutoPlay dialog box appears, click on the Open folder to view files.

 Step 4: An empty folder is displayed into which

you drag or copy files to be burnt to your

CD/DVD. Files are automatically burnt to your

CD/DVD when copied to this folder. You can

also copy files by dragging them and dropping

them onto the DVD-RW Drive icon.

 Step 5: When you have finished copying files to your disc it can be ejected from the

drive by pressing the drive’s eject button or by right clicking on DVD RW Drive and

selecting Eject from the menu.

 Step 6: When you eject your CD,

the system prompts you to wait until

the session is closed before ejecting.

The data you have chosen will be

burnt to the disk at this stage.

 Step 7: After the burning process is finished the disk will be ejected. You can use it on

any computer.

 Note: Choosing to burn the disk Like a USB flash drive in Step 2 enables data can be

added or deleted later. If you choose With a CD/DVD Player option you cannot make

any changes to the data in the disk.

Activity-6!!!!
 List out the five problems in Hardware, Software, and Operating System that

we come across while using the computer.
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Remember

A CD is capable of storing about 700MB of data and a DVD

around 4.7GB. The general reading and writing capabilities of a

disc are denoted by the letters R and W in the disc’s format.

CD–R, DVD–R
and DVD+R

You can add files to the disc until it is full but you cannot

delete files from the disc

CD–RW, DVD–
RW and

DVD+RW

This type of disc is most useful as you are able to delete

files from it to free up space and burn new files to the

created space. The disc area can be erased and burnt to

many times over.
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Explore!

ROBOTICS

What are Robots?

The robot comes from the Czech word “robota” which means “forced work or labor.”
We use the word "Robot" today to mean any man-made machine that can perform work or
other actions normally performed by humans, either automatically or by remote control.
Robotics is the science and study of robots.

What do Robots do?

A robot is ideal for going into a building that has a possible bomb. Robots are also
used in factories to build things like cars, candy bars, and electronics. Robots are now used in
medicine, for military tactics, for finding objects underwater and to explore other planets.
Robotic technology has helped people who have lost arms or legs. Robots are a great tool to
help mankind.

A brief history
Robots seem like a modern day invention, but in reality, evidence suggests that

automation were created for everything from toys to parts for religious ceremonies in ancient
Greece and Rome. Leonardo da Vinci sketched plans for a humanoid robot in the late 1400s.
Jacques de Vaucanson was famous in the 18th century for his automated human figure that
played the flute and for a duck that could flap its wings.

Why Use Robots?
The reason robots are used is that it is often cheaper to use them over

humans, easier for robots to do some jobs and sometimes the only possible way
to accomplish some tasks! Robots can explore inside gas tanks, inside
volcanoes, travel the surface of Mars or other places too dangerous for humans
to go where extreme temperatures or contaminated environments exist.

Robots can also do the same thing over and over again without getting
bored. Robots never get sick, don't need sleep, don't need food, don't need to take a day off,
and best of all they don't ever complain! There are a lot of benefits to using robots.

Robot Limitations
Robots are machines with programmed movements that allow them to move in certain
directions or sequences. Artificial intelligence has given robots more ability to process
information and to “learn.” But, they are still limited by the information that they are given
and the functions they are given to perform.
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Lab Manual

 Writing and executing our first program

The software used to code, compile, run and debug the programs is called Integrated

Development Environment (IDE).

Turbo C user interface is simple with a menu bar at top and status bar at the bottom.

The File, Edit and Search menus work just like as in any word processing program.

Additionally, it features Run, Compile; Debug Even though mouse can be used to navigate the

interface, using the keyboard is much faster. All menus can be accessed by pressing Alt key

and the first letter of that menu (highlighted in red) or shortcut keys.

There are many IDE’s available today. ‘Turbo C’ is a
simple and commonly used IDE in educational
organizations. Find which one is installed on your
Computer and learn how to launch it.
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Open the File menu (Alt+F) and select New option to create a new file. Type the C

program as shown below.

Save the program using Save option in File menu or F2 shortcut key. Give a relevant
filename with ‘.C’ extension. File extension plays an important role in compiling and
executing a program.

Hint

Source code files for different
programming languages use different
extensions.  Below is a table showing
some of them.

Programming Language Extension of source file

C .C

C++ .CPP

Java .JAVA
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Compile the program using Compile option in Compile menu or Alt+F9 shortcut.
While compiling a C program, the compiler shows the number of errors and warning detected
in that program. If there are no errors in the code the compiler generates an executable file
that is ready to run.

Run the program from the Run menu or Ctrl+F9 shortcut. The output of the program
will be displayed on the screen.

 Errors and Warnings

Errors or bugs are very common while developing a program. If we don’t correct
them, they cause a program to produce wrong results. While compiling a C program, the
compiler shows a dialog with the number of errors and warnings detected in that program.
Pressing any key here returns to the editor. All errors and warnings in the code are displayed
in the message window along with the line number. The program cannot be executed unless
all the errors are fixed.
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all the errors are fixed.
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1. Syntax Errors

Syntax errors occur when we do not follow the grammar of the programming

language. Common syntax errors are

 Missing semicolon (;) to terminate a statement or using any other alternative instead of
a semicolon.

 Using a variable in the program without declaring it.

 Missing and unmatched parenthesis.

2. Semantic Errors

Semantic errors occur when the statements written in the program are not meaningful

to the compiler.
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3. Logical Errors

Logical errors occur when there are mistakes in the logic of the program. Unlike other

errors logical errors are not displayed while compiling because the compiler does not

understand the logic of the program.

4. Linking Errors

Linker occurs when some function or library that is needed cannot found. This occurs in
what we call linking stage and prevent an executable from being generated.
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 Warnings

A warning indicates there is a problem in the code but not so significant to prevent the

execution of the program. The program can still be executed ignoring the warnings but it is a

good practice to correct them.
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C Programs
1. C program to display a name:

2. C program to add two numbers:
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3. C program to convert temperature from Celsius to Fahrenheit:

4. C program to calculate area of a triangle:

Know This!

Fahrenheit (°F) is a temperature scale based on one proposed in 1724

by the German physicist Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit. Fahrenheit is used

as the official temperature scale in the United States, Bahamas etc,
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5. C program to swap two numbers:

6. C program to find whether the given number is odd or even:
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7. C program to find the greatest of 3 numbers:

8. C program to check leap year:

Know This!

A leap year is a year containing one additional day added to keep the

calendar year synchronized with the astronomical or seasonal year. The

year is a leap year if it is perfectly divisible by four - except for years

which are both divisible by 100 and not divisible by 400.
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9. C program to reverse a number:

10. C program to find the factorial of a number:

Know This!

The factorial of a non-negative integer n, denoted by n! is the product

of all positive integers less than or equal to n. For example,

4!=4x3x2x1=24.
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Teachers’
Corner

 The objective of the problem-solving methodology is to teach students how to draw

flowcharts for understanding the process of doing a variety of activities such as solving

mathematical questions, puzzles.

 Begin the class by drawing a flowchart on the board. Use the technique of guided inquiry

by asking students appropriate questions but allowing them to discover the answer on

their own. Draw students’ attention to the starting point of the flowchart. Ask students to

read the flow chart as you point to the different boxes. Ask students to identify what the

different shapes of the boxes convey. Summarize the points mentioned by the students

and teach them the functions associated with each symbol and shape.

 The objective of C programming is to study about conditional control in the programming

context, with the help of while and if loop constructs.

 Explain that stepwise thinking is about identifying the steps of a solution. The sequence

of steps may be fixed sometimes or interchangeable. For logical reasoning, they have to

understand the rules and conditions. You can give the example of making tea. First ask

them about the steps to follow. Tell them that this is an example of making tea. Now

question them on why to follow the steps in that order. In many a situation, questioning

leads to logical reasoning and finding a solution. Encourage students to ask questions

while solving a problem.

 Give students puzzles to solve where they have to follow the steps and understand the

conditions to arrive at the answer.

 You can use any C/C++ IDE to teach the C programs given in this book. There are many

IDEs available like Code: Block, CodeLite, Eclipse, NetBeans, etc, However, Turbo

C/C++ IDE is most commonly used IDE for academic purposes. A version of Turbo

C/C++ IDE that supports modern versions of Windows can be downloaded from

http://sourceforge.net/projects/turbocforwindows-9/

 Begin the System Maintenance lesson by revising the hardware concepts that students

have learned in previous classes. If you have access to a non-functioning system,
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disassemble it and demonstrate the components. Else, show them videos or pictures of the

internals of a computer.

 Explain the details of different parts such as power supply, motherboard, hard disk, RAM.

Elaborate on the distinction between RAM and ROM and which of the two is active in

which activity.

 Teach students elementary troubleshooting skills that would be required by a typical

computer user.

 Demonstrate the installation of at least two operating systems. Explain the BIOS settings,

boot process, partitioning. If the systems are not available for OS installation, show them

a video or pictures of the steps involved in the installation of operating systems.
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